Let T be a nonsingular 1-1 measurable transformation of a finite measure space (X, 31, m). A simple construction is given for a a-fini te measure p, equivalent to m and invariant under T, when such a measure exists.
The Radon-Nikodym derivative of T" (n g N = {0,1,2,...}) is «", so m(T"B) = fBu"(x)dm (x) for all B G âS. We may (and do) freely discard invariant null sets from X, and thus arrange that 0 < w"(x) < oo for all x g X and « G N. For all a, ß ;> 0, the "relative density" d(a, ß, x), here renamed 8(a, ß, x), is \{n G N: n < A: and w"(x) > a}\ Urn ' *^°° \{n g N: n < k and <o"(x) > ß}\ this limit exists (possibly infinite) for all a, ß > 0 and (almost) all x. We put iJx) = f 8(a,ß,x) da, and have that ß < Iß(x) < oo; Iß(x) increases with ß (for fixed x); and (an observation I owe to A. 2. The proof of "only if in [1] is relatively straightforward; here we re-prove the converse by deriving a simple formula for a suitable measure, assuming that (1) holds.
First we note that (whether or not (1) (1) does not hold, the set of x 's for which /0°° dß/Iß(x) = 1 is the largest subset of X (modulo null sets) on which an invariant measure exists, and the present construction, restricted to this subset, gives an invariant measure on it.
(ii) When (1) holds we can obtain all (a-finite, w-equivalent) T-invariant measures by replacing the constant value 1/2 in the definition of b(x) by an arbitrary measurable invariant function/with values in (0,1).
(iii) Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a finite invariant measure, and simple formulae for one when it exists, are well known; see for example [1, Theorem 1] .
